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Stagnating World Merchandise Trade
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Source: CPB World Trade Monitor (2023)
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Above you can see the development of world merchandise trade since the beginning of 2019. It shows both total world trade as well as the imports and exports of emerging and advanced economies.After an initial shock to world merchandise trade with the eruption of covid-19, world merchandise trade quickly recovered as shown in the graphs.Especially China and other emerging Asia showed strong growth. The primary reason being a shift from services to goods, as a result of the lockdown measures. As people were restrained in their capacity to go to a restaurant, festival, or travel, they spent their money on manufactured goods, especially durable consumption goods like goods for within or around the home, as well as work-from-home equipment like electronics.However, world merchandise trade roughly stagnated in the last half year, both for emerging as well as advanced economies.A large part of this stagnation can be explained by a shift from goods to services- we could speak of a normalization of demand for manufactured goods, after pandemic-related restrictions were lifted, and people were able to go to restaurants and enjoy other social activities.the upside of the weakening demand for manufactured goods is an easing of supply chain disruptions: during winter, freight rates have fallen back close to levels before the pandemic. Also the demand for semiconductors has decreased somewhat.Another factor at play are the increased commodity prices in the winter of 2022- oil and gas, but also wheat and other grains. Although food and energy prices had receded from their post conflict peaks by the final quarter of 2022, they remained high by historical standards and continued to erode real incomes and import demand.The newest release of the world trade monitor with data up till march this year -which will be published at noon this afternoon- shows a significant uptick in world trade for emerging economies in March this year. This is mostly driven by China, who shows Month on Month growth of roughly 20%. The explanation probably lies partly in the reopening of China. However, early figures for April do show a MoM decline- when corrected for seasonalities and inflation that is. Also, a new wave of Omikron is now spreading, which might depress economic activities to a certain degree.



Container Throughput also shows negative momentum
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Source: RWI/ISL- Container Throughput Index(2023)
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Also the RWI/ISL Container throughput index shows a slightly downward trend in the previous two quarters.Although container throughput in China increased somewhat in recent months, which might be explained by the reopening of its economy, the container throughput for ports in North Western Europe showed significant negative momentum. This may well be the beginning of a sizable slowdown in economic activity across particularly the export-driven part of Europe.



Merchandise trade per segment (in current US dollars)
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WTO (2023)
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The graph above show developments in merchandise trade in current US dollar terms.The green bars show growth in 2022 compared with pre-pandemic 2019Fuels and mining products: mainly reflecting rising energy prices. The same applies to agricultural products.Manufactures, Iron and steal related are related to a surge in demand for manufactured goods due to shift from services to goods during pandemic.Office and telecom increased due to the need for equipment for working from home. Textiles and clothing are lagging behind: partly due being at home a lo of the time, the demand for fashion items decreased a significantly.



Stagnating World Industrial Production
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In accordance with this shift back from goods to services, industrial production also stagnated more recently.We do, however, see an uptick in industrial production for emerging economies; this can probably partly be explained by the reopening of China after letting go of its zero-covid policy.



World trade growth resilient in light of Invasion Ukraine by Russia
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Source: Breugel(2023)

Natural gas imports of EU from Russia
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Another noteworthy thing of recent developments is the fact that World merchandise trade has been fairly resilient in light of the invasion of Ukraine by Russia, and the associated energy crisis that enfolded in Europe.Above you see the development of Natural gas supplies to the European Union. The imports of natural gas imports in 2023 (blue line) is less than 1/5th of what it was pre-invasion.Diversification of energy supply, as well as demand reduction, allowed the EU to largely wean itself off its dependence on Russian gas, with no major disruptions for economic activity.



China replaced European Union’s position as first trading partner to Rus
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Sources: CPB World Trade Monitor (2023), Breugel(2023)
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The above graph shows monthly exports to Russia from 2019 onwards in constant US dollars: the black line is total exports to Russia, while the blue part shows the EU’s share, and the pink part shows Chinese share.European exports to Russia declined strongly following the invasion of Ukraine; roughly by a half in constant US Dollars.Part of the explanation is the sanctions that have been imposed on Russia by both the EU as well as other countries like the US. This entails the export of luxury goods as well as goods that can be used for military aims. There are also restrictions on exports of services like IT-advice, market research and engineering services. The sanctions seemed to have had an effect, looking at the graph.At the same time, a lot of European businesses retracted from Russia and stopped exporting goods by themselves.Also EU imports from Russia declined as a total of EU imports.China seems to have filled the gap: its exports to Russia first declined, but quickly reversed and is now Russia’s main trade partner. China now is also the main purchaser of Russian gas; also India and Turkey increased demand of Russian gas since its invasion. The gas exports of Russia to these countries are however delivered at a hefty discount to market prices, due to sanctions and a loss of bargaining power.



As global merchandise trade stagnates at a high level, service trade is still re
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Sources: WTO (2023)

Services exports in current US Dollar terms (2005 =100)
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The pandemic and related lockdown-measures had a negative impact on both locally produced as well as internationally traded services. Services trade was roughly a quarter of total world trade before the pandemic.While consumer durables trade increased strongly during the pandemic, services trade (like tourism and business travel) stumbled.An exception has been the strong growth in digitally delivered services exports, such as online gaming, music and video streaming, and remote learning., which of course were less influenced by pandemic related measures. They now make out about 50% of global services exports, of which about half is delivered by the EU. This also translated into a huge demand for electronic chips, and the resulting chip shortage.



Commercial services trade by segment
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Sources: WTO (2023)

Services  trade in current US Dollar terms
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In the graph above the green bars show how services trade for different segments in 2022 compare to the pre-pandemic year 2019.As can be seen, services trade, which accounted for about a third of trade in services pre-pandemic, still has not fully recovered. Global travellers’ expenditure abroad was still 22% below pre-pandemic levels as Asia remained closed. In 2022, tourism growth was largely driven by European countries and the United StatesTransport services, however, have grown significantly and are now 40% greater than they were in 2019. This increase is related to the surge in demand for manufactured goods; it is therefore no surprise that with the current normalization for demand of goods, and accordingly decrease of shipping rates, this segment of services trade is slowing more recently.



As global merchandise trade stagnates at a high level, service trade is still re
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Daily commercial flights since 2019 and onwards
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The slow recovery in services trade from tourism can also be seen in this graph depicting daily commercial flights.Commercial flights only gradually recovered after the initial shock, due to border closures and quarantine measurements during the pandemic.As of currently, though, they are close to the path of full recovery to pre-pandemic levels.



Looking  forward
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● Headwind due to slowdown of Western economies (US and Europe)
● De-risking/diversification and/or reshoring of supply chains

o During Covid-19 crisis as well as the energy crisis vulnerabilities came to surface

● Rising political tensions between China and the West
● European energy crisis still looming
● Reopening China

o Mainly oriented on inland (service) sectors
o But: China is ranked as the largest tourism outbound market and spender
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Looking forward, we see some headwinds.Firstly, the slowdown of Western Economies (US and Europe); due to continued pressure on real incomes as a result of high inflation, as well as tighter monetary policy.The de-risking or diversification, and reshoring of value-chains, as a reaction of vulnerabilities coming to surface:Firstly, the supply chain disruptions during the pandemic. Secondly, the energy crisis that showed European the risk of European over-dependence on cheap Russian gas.The rising tensions between the West and China are a big risk as because production networks linking China with the West are much more complex than those between Russia and Europe had been.Theres a strong interdependency between European and US markets and China. China sells a large share of its manufactures in US and EU markets, as well do European pruducers sell a lot to China. Germany’s exports a lot of cars to China for example.European energy crisis still looming:To a certain degree dependent on severity of upcoming winter and European demand for oil and gasAs well as investments in green energy and nuclear power.Another development of influence is the reopening of China: On one hand: China reopening seems to be to a large degree focuses on inland sectors, primarily service sectors -> this would imply no big spillovers to Europe.On the other: The reopening of China’s borders can have a significant impact on tourism related services trade, as China is ranked as the largest tourism outbound market and spender. Regarding forward looking indicators for the near term:Our own BVAR forecasts a 2023Q2 merchandise trade growth of roughly 1.0%.The Kiel trade indicator indicates sluggish trade for April and may.Our world trade forecasts on a national accounts basis are that of relatively modest growth for 2023 and 2024, somewhat below world gdp growth, with some upward movement towards 2024.2023	2024world GDP 		2.7	3.2Euro Area GDP		0.8	1.5World trade		2.3	3.2	 Market size Netherlands (NLS) 	2.2	2.9
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